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It is increasingly common to use redirecting intermedi-
ary switches tovirtualize network service protocols. Re-
quest redirection enables an intermediary to represent a dy-
namic set of servers as a unified service to the client. Ser-
vices virtualized in this way include HTTP (using L4-L7
switches), NFS, and block storage protocols.

Virtualization using intermediaries is a powerful tech-
nique for building scalable cluster-based services while in-
sulating clients from the details of server structure. How-
ever, intermediaries are controversial and difficult to imple-
ment in part because transport protocols are not designed
to support them. For example, intermediaries compromise
the end-to-end guarantees of point-to-point transports such
as TCP. Current service intermediaries are constrained to
either route requests at a connection granularity (L4-L7
switches for HTTP), use weak transports such as UDP, or
terminate connections at the intermediary. These limitations
compromise performance and generality. In particular, in-
dependent routing of requests is necessary for any content-
based routing policy, but we know of no efficient interme-
diary scheme that supports independent routing for multi-
ple requests arriving on the same transport connection. The
challenges are increasingly evident as designers attempt to
build intermediaries for commercially important protocols
such as HTTP 1.1 and iSCSI.

These difficulties motivate consideration of new trans-
port protocols with more decentralized notions of what con-
stitutes a connection “endpoint”. We are developing such
a transport called the Anypoint Communication Protocol
(ACP). ACP clients establish connections to abstract ser-
vices, represented at the network edge by Anypoint interme-
diaries. The intermediary is an intelligent network switch
that acts as an extension of the service; it encapsulates
a service-specific policy for distributing requests among
servers in theactive setfor each service. The switch routes
incoming requests on each ACP connection to any active
server at the discretion of the service routing policy, hence
the name “Anypoint”.

The ACP transport is similar to SCTP and TCP in that it
provides reliable, sequenced delivery with congestion con-

trol. However, ACP defines some protocol properties as
end-to-edgerather thanend-to-end. A critical respect in
which ACP is end-to-edge is that it does not define the de-
livery order for requests routed to different servers, or for
responses returned from different servers. Ordering con-
straints and server coordination are the responsibility of the
service protocol and its routing policy.

An Anypoint intermediary orchestrates the movement of
requests and responses at the transport layer. To this end,
ACP frames service protocol requests and responses at the
transport layer in a manner similar to SCTP. Transport-level
framing allows an Anypoint switch to identify frames from
the network stream in a general way. The switch applies the
service-specific routing policy to each inbound frame, and
merges outbound frames into a single stream to the client.

While ACP is fundamentally similar to other reliable
Internet transports, a central design challenge is that ACP
connection endpoint state and functions are distributed be-
tween the intermediary and the end server nodes. ACP is
designed to enable fast, space-efficient protocol intermedi-
aries with minimal buffering. Acknowledgment generation,
buffering of unacknowledged frames, and retransmission
are the responsibility of the end nodes, thus reliable deliv-
ery is guaranteed end-to-end rather than end-to-edge. The
Anypoint switch maintains a mapping between sequence
number spaces seen by the client and end server nodes for
each connection, for a bounded number of unacknowledged
frames. The switch also coordinates congestion state across
the active set of participants in each ACP connection. The
congestion scheme assumes that the bottleneck transit link
is between the switch and the client, or that the ACP stream
may be throttled to the bandwidth to the slowest end server
selected by the routing policy.

The Anypoint abstraction and ACP protocol enable vir-
tualization using intermediaries for a general class of wide-
area network services based on request/response communi-
cation over persistent transport connections. Potential ap-
plications include scalable IP-based network storage proto-
cols and next-generation Web services.


